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Figure 1. To execute a man-in-the-middle attack, the adversary must first redirect tra�c 
from its normal path (shown in green) to a path that makes the tra�c flow through the 
adversary (shown in orange). The adversary must then decrypt any encrypted tra�c.

Figure 2. 

Executive summary
Man-in-the-middle attacks expose organizations to 
a number of vulnerabilities that can result in 

.
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both the server to the victim’s client device and the 
client to the server the victim wants to communicate 
with. There are several ways attackers make  
this happen.

Therefore, an 
adversary has two ways to become a man in the middle 
between the client and the server: 

•

•

Compromised DNS 

•

•

•

address
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Vulnerable infrastructure

Hijacked internet route 

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the protocol that determines 
the path data takes between ISPs. By broadcasting either 
shorter routes or more explicit routes to a  an ISP 
can hijack the traffic. Bad actors on global levels might inject 
fake routes into the BGP routing tables, so they could create  a 
man-in-the-middle attack on a huge amount of data. 

This approach probably would not be used by a typical 
adversary, but it does go to show just how many ways there 
are to execute a man-in-the-middle attack. 

Cleartext 

Verizon SDP can  the adversary from seeing the 
cleartext in a variety of attacks. 

Data already in cleartext 

Network protocols that do not encrypt tra�c provide the 
cleartext to the adversary without additional e�ort. The most 
notable protocol that uses cleartext is HTTP. Importantly, not 
only is the data in cleartext, but so are the cookies, session 
tokens and other input parameters. Cookies and session 
tokens act as short-term credentials for accessing websites. 
Therefore, when the man-in-the-middle adversary obtains  
the cleartext cookie or session token, the adversary can 
impersonate the victim, connecting to the website as  
that person. 

Verizon SDP encrypts all traffic from the user’s device to the 
Verizon SDP Gateway—including HTTP traffic. If the traffic is 
cleartext, it gets encrypted, including the cookies, session 
tokens and other input parameters. If the traffic is cyphertext, 
it gets encrypted a second time. 

Transforming HTTPS back to HTTP 

SSLstrip and the Mana Toolkit 
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Attacks on SSL 

There have been  attacks on 
SSL and TLS (see Appendix A for full details). Below we 
have identified common attack 
methods and how Verizon SDP can be used to  
attacks.  

Summary

Man-in-the-middle attacks happen behind the scenes,  
causing many businesses to be unaware that they 

. Adversaries have multiple methods 
 to intercept traffic, decrypt data and 

. Verizon SDP 

Verizon SDP applies a zero-trust approach to networking  
for remote access, internal network segmentation and cloud 
applications. Organizations can defeat network-based 
attacks and gain peace of mind with the right safeguards in 
place. 
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Contact us.
Read more about how Verizon SDP provides 
zero-trust remote access, internal network  
segmentation and cloud access. 
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Appendix A
Appendix A is a list of di�erent attacks on SSL and TLS. 
Included is the common name of the attack, a short description 
of the attack and how Verizon SDP defeats the attack.
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Name Attack Defeats Attack

SSLstrip Man in the middle (MiTM) HTTP to HTTPS Mutual TLS

THC-SSL-DOS Server denial-of-service (DoS) attack SPA

DigiNotar MitM forged certs Pinned certs

BEAST MitM Java Applet oracle PA client is not a browser

CRIME MitM SPDY compressing oracle No compression in cypher

Lucky 13 MitM CBC padding oracle GCM cypher not vulnerable

TIME MitM browser JavaScript timing oracle PA client is not a browser

RC4 biases MitM RC4 oracle No cypher negotiation

BREACH Website redirect, compression No redirect or compression

goto fail MitM counterfeit key via coding error Pinned dedicated cert

Triple Handshake MitM on client cert Pinned dedicated cert

Heartbleed OpenSSL bug Not single-ended SSL

BERserk MitM PKCS#1.5 padding Cypher not vulnerable

POODLE MitM SSLv3 oracle No cypher negotiation

Poodle++ MitM JavaScript timing oracle PA client is not a browser

FREAK MitM negotiation 512-bit key No key negotiation

Bar Mitzvah MitM on RC4 No cypher negotiation

logjam MitM downgrade to 512-bit key No cypher negotiation

DROWN MitM downgrade to SSLv2 No cypher negotiation

Sweet32 MitM birthday attack on 64-bit ciphers 64-bit cypher not used

SHA-1 collision MitM collision attack on SHA-1 SHA-1 not used
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